BM23 SERIES—BARMOBILE BEER DISPENSER

The BM23 and its companion club top model BM23C provide mobility with
application (home, club, hospitality). With full keg capacity and heavy-duty,
forced air refrigeration, beer is dispensed ice cold every time.

Cold Brew Coffee

CABINET CONSTRUCTION

BUSINESS IN THE FRONT

Standard construction includes wear resistant, black vinyl on steel exteriors.
Stainless finish options available.
Top is made of heavy-duty stainless steel including drip dray for easy cleaning. Black glass rails standard. Club top model features glass storage area
below an easy glide, stainless steel lid. Four-inch (4”) heavy-duty swivel
casters are standard.

Three-inch (3”) insulated tower with single faucet is included with the BM23.
BM23C club top model includes 2 1/2” insulated tower with single faucet.
Each tower is adapted to have a continuous source of cold air channeled
into it to keep beer at its coldest, best quality when dispensed.

Ice Cold Coffee Keg Products
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Specifications

CFC-free R134a refrigerant used in Barmobiles to comply with all
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environmental concerns.

Alchemy Magic Blend
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• Swivel casters provide easy mobility
 BM23C club top model features glass storage area
• Continuous flow through insulated tower
 Stainless finish options available ensures that coffee is dispensed ice cold
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BM23 (Stainless Exterior)

*Note:

Overall heights of casters may vary with different types of
casters depending upon caster manufacturer designations.

Available From:

Cold brew coffee is the process
of brewing coffee with room
temperature water and letting it sit
for 12-24 hours. The result of this
process is a smoother, less acidic,
and more caffeinated beverage.
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Beer & Wine Service

PARTY IN THE BACK
Local and National Craft Brews On Tap + Wine
Don’t hassle with picking up kegs, maintaining your kegerator, and filling up CO2’s anymore! Let Agora handle it all
with our convenient beer and wine delivery service. Bring the office happy hour right to your office. Choose from an
assortment of craft beers and ciders on tap, particularly those from the Pacific Northwest. Listed below are a few of our
favorites, with plenty of more options to choose from. An assortment of bottled wines are also available. Inquire within.

California

acecider.com
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